Where you need to be.
Every day, in locations around the world, Knoll works with clients to create inspired modern interiors.
Experience a powerful combination of global presence, local relationships, and in-country responsiveness. Understanding what drives you, in the world where you live, allows us to bring your workplace vision to life wherever you do business. We can help you achieve your goals whether you are a multinational corporation conducting business across continents or a local company looking for a world-class partner.

This is possible because Knoll is not a single entity, but a constellation of people, collaborators, products, and brands—united by a rigorous process, shared experience, and a distinct modern sensibility.
Top: Dividends Horizon®, ReGeneration by Knoll® chair; Wa, Life® chair. Center: Generation by Knoll® chair; Reff Profiles™, Life chair. Bottom: Antenna® Workspaces, MultiGeneration by Knoll® chair; Pilot by Knoll™ lounge chair.
A hands-on approach prioritizes your brand values and culture, then leverages our workplace experience. Knoll pioneered a method of design and planning that meets any challenge and drives our work with clients today.

As creative partners, we bring constant curiosity, passion, and an innovative mindset to your project. We challenge ideas around the nature and business of work, focusing on the ways individuals can connect through tailored, personalized solutions.
We make creative, inspiring places where people love to be.
We make creative, inspiring places where people love to be.
We actively seek the expertise and insight of designers who represent multi-cultural perspectives.
Knoll has collaborated with masters of modernism as well as the most celebrated contemporary designers from around the world. We support these designers, who bring their unique global perspectives, and share their ideals and values.

Every space deserves well-designed objects that deliver efficiency, joy, and satisfaction. That’s why our time-tested approach yields workplaces that are efficient, simple, high-quality, and future-looking.
Clean manufacturing practices minimize impact by conserving natural resources and reducing waste. But the most practical form of environmentalism is longevity. Knoll products are designed to endure, both physically and stylistically.
Things that work are things you keep.
Your organization can maintain a consistent look and feel, everywhere you work. With eight decades of experience, and an international presence that began with the founding of Knoll International in 1951, Knoll has a comprehensive global portfolio that includes furniture and accessories, textiles, leathers, and felt for architectural applications.

We complement this offering with region-specific products that support varying workstyles and cultural nuances. With showrooms and dealerships in more than 100 countries and manufacturing facilities on five continents, Knoll can support your regional requirements with our truly global product platform.
Top: Pixel™ table, Olivares aluminum chair; Wa, Life chair, Brno chair. Middle: Womb chair; FilzFelt hanging panel; Wa, Life chair. Bottom: Antenna Workspaces, Generation by Knoll chair; Adjaye Collection for KnollTextiles®.
So tell us how you work.
Together, we will work through your specific challenges and develop long-range workplace design strategies. Insight, experience, and global expertise: all strategies to help you imagine a high-performance workplace that attracts, retains, supports, and inspires while reflecting your organization’s brand and culture.
Creating a global workplace doesn’t need to be complicated. Through extensive solutions and worldwide services, we ensure the process will go smoothly every step of the way. Benefits include:

*Perspective.* Workplace research, cultural insight, and regulatory expertise

*Planning.* Workplace planning and specification development

*Logistics.* Project management, shipping and delivery coordination, installation support

*Tools.* Full suite of before- and after-sale service programs
Modern design is our guiding principle, and a passion that is shared by customers around the world. Our uncompromising approach to design is stronger than ever. We continue to explore the ever-changing landscape of today’s workplace for our customers and apply new learnings to our core values to help shape your ideal work environment.

We believe in the power of design to inspire people to do their best work.
Knoll is Modern Always because modern always works.
With showrooms and dealerships in more than one hundred countries, and manufacturing facilities on five continents, Knoll can support your regional requirements with our truly global product platform.